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COO Jewellers is an award-winning family business with a showroom in Hatton 
Garden, London’s famous jewellery quarter and Martels Wedding Village near 
Stansted Airport in Essex. We specialise in engagement, wedding and eternity 
rings.

Our Zara Collection is stylishly designed to catch the eye with a sparkle of
diamonds.

Every ring is made to order, not mass produced. You choose the style and the 
precious metal – 9ct or 18ct white gold, yellow gold, rose gold; platinum or 
palladium. 

Simply place your order on our website or if you live near a COO showroom make 
an appointment to see the whole ZARA collection without any obligation. If you 
are unsure of your finger size, don’t worry, we’ll send you a free ring sizer to give 
us a good indication of your finger size and then our jewellers will craft your ring.

You can pick your ring up from us in Hatton Garden or at any other COO 
showroom. Alternatively we’ll be happy to deliver it via a fully insured courier. 
COO rings are shipped worldwide.

To help you easily make your choice of ring we have published guide prices which 
were correct at the time we produced this e-brochure. The current ‘live’ price will be 
displayed on our web site www.coojewellers.com/zaradownloads. The prices in this 
brochure are for near colourless H colour SI clarity diamonds. You can upgrade to 
colourless F VS clarity diamonds on our web site.

And don’t worry, if it’s not a perfect fit we’ll adjust it free of charge.You also have 
our 30 day no quibble refund policy.

It all begins with you…
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Zara No.1
A sof t  cour t  band wi th Pr incess cu t  diamonds,

hal f  channel  se t .

This effortlessly stylish ring has a soft curve on the outside with a slight curve on 
the inside for ease of putting on and taking off. It’s available in different widths to 
complement your engagement ring or to wear as a traditional eternity ring.

The diamonds are square (Princess Cut) and set in a channel around half of the 
ring, diamond weight is based on size M.

We make all of our rings to order in any finger size. 
Larger finger sizes are subject to price adjustments.

9ct Gold 18ct Gold Platinum Palladium Product Code

2.2mm wide, 0.25ct diamond £698 £839 £888 £818 Z152.2

2.5mm wide, 0.35ct diamond £769 £954 £1010 £906 Z152.5

2.7mm wide, 0.50ct diamond £948 £1,147 £1,198 £1089 Z152.7

Z152.2

Z152.7

Z152.5



9ct Gold 18ct Gold Platinum Palladium Product Code

2mm wide, 0.13ct diamond £357 £497 £547 £475 Z252.0

2.2mm wide, 0.22ct diamond £429 £568 £619 £549 Z252.2

2.7mm wide, 0.34ct diamond £464 £637 £692 £595 Z252.7

2.9mm wide, 0.40ct diamond £619 £842 £898 £771 Z252.9

3.1mm wide, 0.49ct diamond £696 £927 £989 £851 Z253.1
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Zara No.2
A sof t  cour t  band wi th br i l l ian t  cu t  diamonds, 

hal f  channel  se t .

A classic Wedding or Eternity ring, whose gently curved band matches many en-
gagement rings offering an opportunity to make a bridal set. 

The round (brilliant cut) diamonds are carefully and skilfully set into a channel 
around half of the ring, diamond weight is based on size M.

We make all of our rings to order in any finger size. 
Larger finger sizes are subject to price adjustments.

Z252.0
Z252.2

Z252.7

Z252.9

Z253.1



Z33.3

Z33.2

9ct Gold 18ct Gold Platinum Palladium Product Code

2.3mm wide, 0.20ct diamond £432 £609 £664 £565 Z32.3

3.0mm wide, 0.30ct diamond £539 £767 £829 £693 Z33.0

3.2mm wide, 0.40ct diamond £634 £885 £949 £796 Z33.2

3.3mm wide, 0.50ct diamond £695 £973 £1038 £879 Z33.3
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Zara No.3
A sof t  cour t  band wi th 10 br i l l ian t  cu t  diamonds, 

approximate ly a th i rd channel  se t .

A graceful, gently curved diamond ring for your wedding or anniversary, made just 
for you in white, yellow or rose gold, platinum or palladium. 

This diamond ring showcases 10 round (brilliant cut) diamonds set into a channel 
by our skilled diamond setters, around approximately a third of the ring, based 
on size M. 

We make all of our rings to order in any finger size. 
Larger finger sizes are subject to price adjustments.

Z32.3

Z33.0
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Zara No.4
F la t  Cour t  prof i le band, hal f  grain se t  wi th 2 rows 

of  br i l l ian t  cu t  diamonds.

An eye-catching and unusual wedding or eternity band, set with two sparkling rows 
of natural near colourless round (brilliant cut) round diamonds. 

The diamonds are offset to each other by 50% which really enhances the brilliance 
of this unique ring. The band is flat on the outside with a soft curved profile inside, 
beautifully stylish. Diamonds set around half of the ring, diamond weight is based 
on size M.

We make all of our rings to order in any finger size. 
Larger finger sizes are subject to price adjustments.

9ct Gold 18ct Gold Platinum Palladium Product Code

3.2mm wide, 0.44ct diamond £779 £1020 £1,089 £945 Z453.2

4.0mm wide, 0.50ct diamond £854 £1,146 £1,225 £1084 Z454.0

4.6mm wide, 0.68ct diamond £1019 £1,355 £1,439 £1,224 Z454.6

Z453.2

Z454.6

Z454.0



9ct Gold 18ct Gold Platinum Palladium Product Code

2mm wide, 0.13ct diamond £366 £524 £583 £499 Z552.0

2.2mm wide, 0.23ct diamond £549 £611 £671 £584 Z552.2

2.7mm wide, 0.34ct diamond £549 £734 £797 £695 Z552.7

2.9mm wide, 0.40ct diamond £621 £845 £914 £779 Z552.9

3.1mm wide, 0.52ct diamond £719 £943 £1012 £878 Z553.1
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Zara No.5
A sof t  cour t  band wi th br i l l ian t  cu t  diamonds, 

hal f  grain se t .

A subtle and refined Wedding or Eternity gently curved band with beautiful round 
(brilliant cut) diamonds held in place by small grains of precious metal (grain set). 
This style of diamond wedding ring has made a huge impact in the world of 
weddings in such a small period of time.

The brilliant cut diamond is the most popular type of diamond cut available today. 
Modern diamond cutting techniques ensure the natural fire and brilliance is 
maximised, reflecting the most light. Diamonds set around half of the ring, diamond 
weight is based on size M.

We make all of our rings to order in any finger size. 
Larger finger sizes are subject to price adjustments.

Z552.0

Z552.2

Z552.7

Z552.9

Z553.1
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Zara No.6
A sof t  cour t  band wi th br i l l ian t  cu t  diamonds, 

hal f  grain se t .

This classic diamond gently curved wedding band is superbly sparkly. The round 
(brilliant cut) diamonds are held in place by small grains of precious metal (grain 
set), and the addition of milgrain (dotted) edges gives this ring a vintage feel.

Diamonds set around half of the ring, diamond weight is based on size M.

We make all of our rings to order in any finger size. 
Larger finger sizes are subject to price adjustments.

Z652.2

Z652.7

Z653.1

Z653.5
Z652.9

9ct Gold 18ct Gold Platinum Palladium Product Code

2.2mm wide, 0.23ct diamond £464 £626 £686 £598 Z652.2

2.7mm wide, 0.34ct diamond £565 £748 £812 £708 Z652.7

2.9mm wide, 0.40ct diamond £635 £860 £929 £794 Z652.9

3.1mm wide, 0.52ct diamond £733 £958 £1027 £892 Z653.1

3.5mm wide, 0.14ct diamond £430 £671 £742 £596 Z653.5
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9ct Gold 18ct Gold Platinum Palladium Product Code

1.7mm wide, 0.25ct diamond £449 £583 £631 £566 Z751.7

1.9mm wide, 0.34ct diamond £537 £695 £747 £662 Z751.9

2.1mm wide, 0.50ct diamond £698 £870 £924 £832 Z752.1

2.6mm wide, 0.75ct diamond £1069 £1,331 £1,398 £1,237 Z752.6

3.1mm wide, 1.00ct diamond £1,757 £2,059 £2,132 £1,939 Z753.1

Zara No.7
A D shape band wi th br i l l ian t  cu t  diamonds, 

hal f  U shape open c law set .

The band has a court finish on the outside and a flat internal edge (D shape). The 
diamonds in this collection are round (brilliant cut) and secured by an innovative U 
shape open claw which allows light to reach all around the gemstones.

Each diamond is individually framed within its own U offering maximum opportunity 
for light refraction and sparkle. Diamonds around half of the ring, based on size M.

We make all of our rings to order in any finger size. 
Larger finger sizes are subject to price adjustments.

Z751.7

Z751.9

Z752.1

Z752.6
Z753.1
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Zara No.8
A sof t  cour t  band wi th br i l l ian t  cu t  diamonds, hal f 

shared bal l  c law set ,  s tacker r ings.

Fine but strong rounded ball claws hold the shimmering round (brilliant cut) 
diamonds. The claws are subtle enough to allow the maximum amount of light to 
reach the facets of the diamonds to create an amazing effect.

This gently curved band with a single row of diamonds can be worn as ‘stacker’ 
rings in multiple colours of gold or as individual Wedding or Eternity bands. 
Diamonds set around half of the ring, diamond weight is based on size M.

We make all of our rings to order in any finger size. 
Larger finger sizes are subject to price adjustments.

9ct Gold 18ct Gold Platinum Palladium Product Code

1.3mm wide, 0.13ct diamond £324 £474 £522 £462 Z951.3

1.7mm wide, 0.25ct diamond £451 £553 £631 £566 Z1051.7

Z951.3

Z1051.7



Zara No.9
A sof t  cour t  band wi th br i l l ian t  cu t  diamonds, 

hal f  shared bal l  c law set .

A delightfully sparkly ring, offered in single, double or triple rows of diamonds. 
Fine but strong rounded ball claws hold the shimmering round (brilliant cut) 
diamonds.

The claws are firm yet subtle enough to allow the maximum amount of light to 
reach the facets of the diamonds to create an amazing effect. Diamonds set around 
half of the ring, diamond weight is based on size M.

We make all of our rings to order in any finger size. 
Larger finger sizes are subject to price adjustments.

9ct Gold 18ct Gold Platinum Palladium Product Code

1.3mm wide, 0.13ct diamond £324 £474 £522 £462 Z951.3

2.2mm wide, 0.28ct diamond £607 £764 £824 £739 Z952.2

3.6mm wide, 0.40ct diamond £830 £1,059 £1,137 £1,058 Z953.6

Z951.3

Z953.6

Z952.2
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Zara No.10
A sof t  cour t  band wi th br i l l ian t  cu t  diamonds, 

hal f  shared bal l  c law set .

The Zara No 10 has the most eye catching sparkle. Set in the same ball claw 
style as  Zara No 8 and No 9, the No 10 has larger diamonds with even more 
brilliance.

The double and triple row diamond rings are amazingly bright with the rows of 
diamonds bouncing light in different directions. Diamonds are set around half of 
the ring, diamond weight is based on size M.

AMAZING VALUE
The Zara triple row 
ZRBC54.7 displays 

60 x round (brilliant cut) 
diamonds, with a total 

diamond weight 
of 0.75ct

We make all of our rings to order in any finger size. 
Larger finger sizes are subject to price adjustments.

9ct Gold 18ct Gold Platinum Palladium Product Code

1.7mm wide, 0.25ct diamond £451 £553 £631 £566 Z1051.7

3.2mm wide, 0.50ct diamond £815 £1029 £1,097 £971 Z1053.2

4.7mm wide, 0.75ct diamond £1,168 £1,498 £1,593 £1,378 Z1054.7

Z1051.7

Z1054.7

ZR1053.2
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Zara No.11
A sof t  cour t  band wi th br i l l ian t  cu t  diamonds, 

hal f  open c law/channel  se t .

A stunning double row of round (brilliant cut) diamonds with claw setting on the 
outer edges and channel setting on the inner. Beautifully stylish in its simplicity and 
sparkle.

The open claw set edge shows off the near colourless diamonds’ scintillating
brilliance. Diamonds around half of the ring, diamond weight is based on size M.

We make all of our rings to order in any finger size. 
Larger finger sizes are subject to price adjustments.

9ct Gold 18ct Gold Platinum Palladium Product Code

3.0mm wide, 0.46ct diamond £784 £998 £1,073 £942 Z1153.0

3.8mm wide, 0.50ct diamond £839 £1,108 £1,182 £1079 Z1153.8

Z1153.0

Z1153.8
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Zara No.12
A sof t  cour t  band wi th br i l l ian t  cu t  diamonds, 

hal f  c law/channel  se t .

This ring is a contemporary twist on a classic Wedding band design with 
a stunning claw and channel set round (brilliant cut) diamond edging.

This ring can be worn either way around – simply choose the best fit with your 
engagement ring. A distinctively stylish diamond Wedding or Eternity band. 
Diamonds set to approximately one half of the ring, based on sizes J,K,L,M,N.

We make all of our rings to order in any finger size. 
Larger finger sizes are subject to price adjustments.

Z1252.5

Z1253.0

Z1253.5

9ct Gold 18ct Gold Platinum Palladium Product Code

2.5mm wide, 0.23ct diamond £469 £675 £735 £715 Z1252.5

3.0mm wide, 0.25ct diamond £499 £729 £793 £665 Z1253.0

3.5mm wide, 0.34ct diamond £595 £867 £935 £691 Z1253.5



THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A DIAMOND

No two diamonds are exactly the same. To help jewellers define each individual 
diamond’s beauty, the following qualities are assessed. It’s the combinations of the 
following 4C’s that determines the diamond’s value.

Cut
Each diamond is cut from the natural rough stone with the view to maximising the 
brilliance and sparkle once polished.

Colour
Many diamonds have a subtle yellow tone. The closer the diamond is to being 
colourless, the rarer and more valuable it is. Colour grading is described by using 
letters: the letters D to H being colourless/near colourless ranges. Beyond this 
colour range diamonds are less bright and take on a yellow tone.

Clarity
Diamonds can have identifying characteristics such as minerals or fractures, known 
as inclusions. The fewer inclusions, the more perfect and expensive the diamond.
SI = Slightly Included – small inclusions may be visible but probably not.
VS = Very Small inclusions – these will be eye clean diamonds.

Carat
A measure of the diamond’s weight and a reflection of its size. One carat is equal 
to 100 points and can be presented as a fraction eg. 50 points = ½ carat.

As a standard quality we set near colourless H SI clarity diamonds to make sure 
every ring really sparkles, however; you can upgrade to colourless F VS clarity 
diamonds at the point of order. We do not use low value I grade (visually included) 
diamonds as the inclusions are too obvious and in our opinion are undesirable.

A GUIDE TO RING SETTINGS

At COO we try not to use jargon, so here are some explanations so you can better 
understand our diamond setting styles.

Channel Setting
The diamonds are held by two parallel precious metal edges, with no metal 
between the stones. 

Grain/Claw Setting
Grain setting is used to describe diamonds that are set very close together and are 
only separated by tiny precious metal prongs (claw) or beads (grain). 

U Claw Setting
The U claw is a modern innovative design. The claws are formed from a scalloped 
U shape with the top of the claw gently rounded over the diamond offering a 
unique look and secure setting for your diamonds.
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COO Jewellers Ltd
Suite 53, New House
68/69 Hatton Garden
London EC1N 8JY

COO Jewellers Ltd
Martels Wedding  
& Events Village
High Easter Road
Barnston
Essex CM6 1NA

020 7404 0757
hello@coojewellers.com
facebook.com/coojewellers

Designed by Coker Brand Design      


